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an early-stage AI startup founded in 2016 

publishes free, open-source software 

monetized under an open-core model 

sells data packs that add new 
functionality to Artificial Intelligence 
software and products

an open-source library for Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) in Python 
launched in 2015 

in use at over 100 companies 

used by over 30% of developers building 
big data, conversational commerce and 
voice technologies !
!
(Source: The State of AI survey, 11/2016)

Explosion AI makes spaCy, the fastest  
Natural Language Processing library.



Is this review helpful?  

Is this user's post a scam? 

Does this complaint require priority attention? 

What should a bot say next?

Problems people are  
solving with spaCy



Is this text... 

helpful? 

a scam? 

urgent? 

expressing this intent?

Four different problems,  
one machine learning task.

text --> yes / no 



Other NLP problems
text --> yes / no 

text 1, text 2 --> yes / no 

texts, context --> ranking

text --> text

sentiment analysis, fraud detection, intent classification

redundancy filtering, similarity matching, evidence identification

search, recommendations, alerts

translation, summarization, rich editing



Think of data shapes,  
not application details.

integer 
category label

vector 
single meaning

sequence of vectors 
multiple meanings

matrix 
meanings in context



Embed. Encode.  
Attend. Predict.



"dog" and "puppy" are just strings of letters 

easy to learn 

need to predict 

PROBLEM #1

All words look unique to  
the computer

P(id | "dog")

P(id | "puppy")



“You shall know a word by the company it keeps.” 

if it barks like a dog... 

word2vec, PMI, LSI etc.

SOLUTION #1

Learn dense embedding



PROBLEM #2

Words are not context-
sensitive

"I don't even like seafood, but the scallops were 
something else." 

"You should go somewhere else. Like, literally, 
anywhere else."



take a list of word vectors 

encode into sentence matrix

SOLUTION #2

Learn to encode context



PROBLEM #3

Too much information

Okay, you've got a sentence matrix. Now what? 

rows show meaning of individual tokens 

no representation of entire sentence



SOLUTION #3

Learn what to pay attention to

summarize sentence with respect to query 

get global problem-specific representation



PROBLEM #4

We need a specific value, not 
a generic representation

Okay, you've got a sentence vector. Now what? 

still working with "representations" 

our application is looking for a value



SOLUTION #4

Learn to predict target  
values

turn the generic architecture into a specific 
solution 

provide the value to your application



Making it practical



So much learning, so 
little data



initialize the model with as much knowledge as 
possible 

save your data for attend and predict 

use general knowledge of language for embed 
and encode

Lots of data about  
language and the world



“Think of the machine learner like 
an eager new graduate employee. 

It's not true that they know literally 
nothing , it just feels that way. It's not like 

you have to teach them to read.”



Thanks!
Embed, encode, attend, predict: The new deep learning formula 
for state-of-the-art NLP models!
https://explosion.ai/blog/deep-learning-formula-nlp 

spaCy – Industrial-strength Natural Language Processing !
https://spacy.io 

Explosion AI!
https://explosion.ai 

Follow us on Twitter!!
@explosion_ai


